
The «Sustainable development�s» myths: the «Global getting warmer» or the global
«creeping revolution»?

V.Pavlenko

The second part continues the examination of the theoretical aspects of the
«Sustainable development�s» conception and the directions of its practical realization.
Some little known facts of the Soviet Union�s involving into convergations plans of
Club of Rome are discovered in the article. So the author stresses the disastrous
consequences of our country�s unification with the West in such an area, as the global
problem�s discussion. The special opinion the article pays to the present day
development of those problem�s studies and activities by the UN�s institutes.

The today�s attempts of the Russian Federation�s sovereignty destruction with the
help of internationalization of such problems as the population�s number, the natural
resource�s control and Environment, are criticizing by the author.

Key words: The Sustainable development�s conception, Environment, natural
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Century�s Summit.
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The Roots and Practice of Fascism

V.Schtol

In the second part of the article devoted to the General plan «Ost» it is said about
real grounds of the actions of nazy leaders of Germany on the occupied territories of
Poland and the USSR, directed on the «ethnic transformation», resettlement and
germanization of their people. It is also examined economic aims of the Plan
«Oldenburg» in the war against the USSR and the fate of its authors.

Key words: rasist theories of the East Europe, plan «Oldenburg», General plan
«Ost», third reich.
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New Strategical Armament Treaty Ratification Capable Kill of Russia

P.Belov

It is argued the negative impact to Russian national security by new international
treaty for strategic nuclear arms, whom USA is initiated.

Key words: International treaty, intercontinental ballistic missile, strategic arms
reduction talks, reset, anti-missile defense, strategic defense initiative, nuclear warhead.
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Balkans � the Achilles� heel of Euro-Atlantic security (Part 2).

Abashidze A., Solntsev A.

In 2008, Kosovo, as part of the state of Serbia, adopted the Declaration of
Independence. The U.S. backed this political move and major European states, but
Russia, China, India and several other states have refused to recognize Kosovo�s
independence. Under the current circumstances the Serbia initiated the referral to the
International Court of Justice, that ICJ issued an advisory opinion on the matter. After
nearly two years, in the summer of 2010 the International Court of Justice issued an
advisory opinion, which many experts have criticized legally, and in terms of
establishing peace in the Balkans.

Key words: Balkans, Serbia, Kosovo, International Law, International Court of
Justice, the fragmentation of international law.
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Prevention of Nuclear Terrorism is Imperative of Our Times

S.Ivanov

In the article it is underlined danger of the fact of presence of huge arsenals of the
nuclear weapon and radioactive materials on the Earth. Real-life threat of their hit in
hands of totalitarian modes and terrorists is underlined, the reasons and occurrence
conditions at the present stage of the international terrorism as the phenomena are
analysed. The author comes to a conclusion that only «the nuclear zero» can rescue our
civilization from possible nuclear catastrophe. As a positive example of the international
cooperation in this area the author results the creation fact in 2006 of the Russian-
American initiative on prevention of threat of nuclear terrorism. In its opinion, nuclear
disarmament should be accompanied by new initiatives of leading world powers on
restriction of manufacture and export of conventional armaments, and also efforts of
the world community on settlement of regional on planet regional and internal conflicts
which in many respects and serve as a nutrient medium for the extremist and terrorist
organizations.

Key words: Nuclear terrorism, weapons of mass destruction, nuclear zero, the world
community, disarmament, mankind rescue, radioactive materials
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Geophysical weapon � myth or reality?

A.Sokolov, A.Burmakin

At present geophysical weapon is considered as hypothetical, however the present
technological and scientific results make possible to create some samples of non �
traditional systems of weapons to � day. The analysis of natural disasters during ten-
year period persuaded experiments on application of geophysical weapons are
conducted on the planet.

Key words: geophysical weapons, climatic weapons, plasma weapons, national
security, ionosphere.
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Iraqi gas: Kurdish resources and international tender

E.Kasaev

The author reviews the Iraqi federal legislature, as well as the regulations of the
Kurdistan Region, to reveal inconsistence and discrepancies between the federal and
provincial legal acts with respect to the foreign investment in the energy industry. Also,
the article evaluates the prospects of the gas exports from the Iraqi Kurdistan Region
and the chances the Russian business have to win Iraq�s third petroleum licensing
round.
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Presumption of innocence or guilt presumption � that is the question!

B.Gabaraev, K.Denisheva

The Roman right is considered a basis of legal system of many developed countries
of the modern world. However the presumption of innocence accepted in the Roman
right is frequently substituted for a guilt presumption pathological predilection to which
is shown in each of us as soon as we appear in a role accusing. Purely administrative
reforms will not lead to cardinal improvement of a situation if we do not supersede a
presumption of guilt from the consciousness.

Key words: Roman right, presumption of innocence, presumption of guilt,
pathological predilection, imprisonment before the investigation court, consciousness of
the person, public consciousness.
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Corruption in high echelons of power in Britain

A.Gromyko

The article is dedicated to expression of different variations of corruption in the
United Kingdom. Corruption is interpreted in a broad sense, including not only its
classic meaning as bribery or embezzlement by a public servant but also as corruption
by power. Under this category fall the use of public office for personal or political gain,
interpenetration of business and political apparatus, manipulation with institutes of
parliamentary democracy with the help of political leverage. Main attention is focused
on examples of corruption in high echelons of power in Britain.

Key words: Corruption, lobbyism, embezzlement, bribery, British Parliament, cash
for peerage, extraordinary rendition
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